anySharing
Global platform to sharing

anysharing.eu

Cybertrick sp. z o.o.

Współpraca
Start*

Vehicles
1)
2)
3)
4)

Electric scooter **
Electric kick scooter **
Electric Harley **
Electric bicycle **

Price for 1 vehicle net PLN
1)
2)
3)
4)

6500 - 9500
2200 - 3300
4500 - 6500
800 - 1500

Ownership of vehicles

Subscription
1)
2)
3)
4)

Electric scooter **
Electric scooter **
Electric Harley **
Electric bicycle **

Profit for the hotel

Partner*

Price for 1 vehicle net PLN
1)
2)
3)
4)

3250 - 4750
1100 - 1650
2250 - 3250
400 - 750

Hotel

1 pc / net / PLN per month
1)
2)
3)
4)

49
39
49
29

Price for 1 vehicle net PLN
1)
2)
3)
4)

6500 - 9500
2200 - 3300
4500 - 6500
800 - 1500

Cybertrick

1 pc / net / PLN per month
1)
2)
3)
4)

100%

Mix*

-

Hotel

1 pc / net / PLN per month
1)
2)
3)
4)

50%

-

80%

* If someone proposes a better offer, we will outbid it.
* Prices for renting specific equipment, the hotel can determine itself.
**The price is given with a minimum order, the price decreases from X quantity

The graph shows the Start package. The forecast of costs and revenues assumes a 24-month period,
calculated as the average of one vehicle from a sample of 250 pieces, takes into account the months
in which the vehicles are not moving.

Cooperation offer for hotels
Cybertrick sp.z o.o. we deal with software and hardware for stationary and
mobile rentals (carsharing).
We offer vehicles with approval for rent for minutes / hours.
The user downloads applications from
1) Android anySharing play store
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=pl.cybertrick.anysharing&hl=pl
2) app store iOS anySharing
https://apps.apple.com/pl/app/anysharing/id1444867385?l=pl
3) hotel staff (dedicated internal application), can deliver the vehicle, the user
does not need to have the application.
Co-financing by the European Union of electric vehicles

